Towards a world digital library:
Mathdoc, Numdam and EuDML experiences

Thierry Bouche
Cellule Mathdoc, Université Grenoble Alpes
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Towards a world digital math library?
A quotation of Jean-Pierre Serre (according to Michel Broué)
« Les mathématiciens se contentent de mettre leur production à la disposition
de tous, comme sur des étagères où l’on peut venir se servir. »
“Mathematicians just make their results available to everyone
as if they were on shelves, waiting to be fetched.”

My understanding
Mathematics has its own agenda
Once a proof is completed, it’s written up, checked, and contributed to the
library of all mathematical knowledge so far
Maybe somewhat later, someone will look up the shelf and do something with
that knowledge
=⇒ The mathematical accumulated knowledge is a scientific commons that should

be preserved and made easily accessible for eternity
Th. Bouche (UGA)
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The reference library: Preservation

Libraries have up to now played a central role by providing archiving and
preservation of print material
Highlight of some interesting features:
Content selection
Permanent acquisition
Multiple copies preserved worldwide

Who will in the future be responsible for acquiring, archiving and preserving the
digital mathematical heritage?
How reliable are the potential candidates?
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The reference library: Access

Libraries have not only cared for preservation and archiving: They have
provided long-term access for their patrons and, more widely, for the general
public
Highlight of some interesting features:
Permanent reading right granted to any visitor, and remote users (ILL!)
Mostly supported by public funding and overheads
Typically quite nice buildings central to the universities

Will the mathematical production remain part of our common, freely accessible,
heritage or will it be gradually locked by private interests?
What about the opportunities in our digital world to exchange and consume
mathematics through open standards?
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Still a long way
A remark from a colleague to whom I showed a preview of the first online posting of
Numdam (Dec. ,  journals):
Why isn’t it all there?
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DML
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Cellule Mathdoc
The unit

The Cellule de coordination documentaire nationale pour les mathématiques
(Mathdoc) is a joint unit of CNRS-UGA located
in Grenoble since 
Small team ('  permanent positions) with
- computer scientists
- information specialist
+ administrative and temporary staff

lead by mathematicians
Developing services towards (French, math) librarians and research
mathematicians (worldwide)
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Cellule MathDoc
Missions 1

Support for French math libraries
1995 CFP: Union catalogue of French math libraries
• Creation of the search engine and the first Web interface of
Zentralblatt MATH
• A lot of obsolete stuff, including EU projects with Zentralblatt
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Cellule MathDoc
Missions 2
Digitisation & dissemination of the literature, access portals
2000 Digitisation of main French serials
=⇒

2005 Technological support for academic publishers
=⇒

cedram

2010 Larger integration projects
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2012 “Math portal” project launched

=⇒

2016 MISO: “Centre Mersenne pour l’information scientifique ouverte”
=⇒ Cedram reloaded (more services, more sciences, more open)
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Portail Math
A French mathematical portal
A one stop shop
To math literature and associated services
(databases, videos, preprint archives and search engines)
Open and restricted access
To other productivity services to ease nomadic and cooperative working
To some professional informations
Technically
Single authentication for every mathematician working in France
A knowledge base on available resources and entitled users
Still in its infancy!
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Portail math
A large cooperation
INSMI
Institut national des sciences mathématiques et de leurs interactions, CNRS
 researchers
Mathdoc
UMS CNRS (INSMI)-UGA
RNBM
National math libraries network, GDS CNRS
 libraries
Mathrice
Network of computer scientists from math labs, GDS CNRS
 members
SMF, SMAI, SFdS
Learned societies
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CEDRAM
A publishing platform
Support for French math academic journals
Production and dissemination of  journals and  proceedings series
•   articles,   pages online (including archives from Numdam)
•  articles (  pages) produced and published each year
All these will be Open access in 
New
CML: Confluentes Mathematici (left World Scientific in )
JEP: Le journal de l’École polytechnique (since )
SMAI-JCM: SMAI Journal of Computational Mathematics (since )
One book! ()

cedram
Th. Bouche (UGA)
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CEDRAM
Services
Current
Production workflow with journals
Each journal has a web site with dedicated look & feel
Creation and maintenance of LATEX styles (using a specific class)
Production of PDFs for print and web with XML/MathML metadata
DOI registration (Crossref), reference linking (MSN, ZBM, mini-DML, Crossref)
Now also Crosscheck
OJS for managing refereeing, etc. (- journals)
LATEX typesetting + structuring
Archiving in NUMDAM

cedram
Th. Bouche (UGA)
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Mersenne
Services

Soon (Mersenne)
New platform, new workflow
Print-on-demand?
A business model for non-French, non-math journals!

cedram
Th. Bouche (UGA)
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NUMDAM
The French digital math library

This all started as a digitisation programme (initial budget from Ministry of research
for a pilot of  journals →  series in  years)
Still growing  new series -, Astérisque scheduled 
Updated  % of our content is born digital direct from publishers
Extending Digitised content from other sources (Gallica/BNF, Orsay. . . )
Not only journals Proceedings, Theses, monographs
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NUMDAM
Current holdings

Digitisation of  serials,  seminar proceedings,  memoir series
  articles,   pages
New material post-digitisation from  publishers ( journals)
  articles,   pages
Including  Italian journals (Pisa, Padova)
We might start an on-demand digitisation service for books or rare documents
(“One mathematician, one text”) if resources permit
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NUMDAM
Principles

Full backrun, no editorial choice
Scan of every page at high resolution ( dpi) black & white (text),
grey or colour when applicable
Page format reproduced
XML Unicode metadata (now JATS, with TeX/MathML)
Clean separation between faithful articles’ image and (un)corrected metadata
(PDF/DjVu article vs. navigation HTML stuff)
Bibliographic references captured and linked

Th. Bouche (UGA)
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NUMDAM
Legal & business model

Electronic version under the title’s owner control
Authors are asked to transfer their electronic copyright to them if still alive
(preferred: academic institution)
We contract with the copyright owner to allow access at www.numdam.org
The publisher can use our digitised files on its own platform
Clear identification of the originating journal (logo, links, cover page)
Moving wall agreed by both parties (mean: , min: , max: );
Free access after some moving wall as a counterpart to public funding and work
done by public servants
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NUMDAM
Benefits

Initially we wanted to support academic (independant, society, university or lab
ran) journals so that they’d be competitive with more aggressively commercial
ones
The more general goal is to balance publishers’ power
New and old content should be eventually archived and served by an
independant organization (public or at least non-profit)
We try to revive the public library where every knowledge eventually belongs
to everyone, and can be accessed without a licence to pay
We view Numdam as one of the local DMLs that should cover the mathematical
corpus as a whole, with similar policies
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EuDML
The European distributed digital math libray

Two ambitious & intertwined objectives


A one-stop shop for the mathematical corpus



A cooperation model for a network of institutions and publishers
to archive and open access to that corpus
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The (Eu)DML Vision

The Digital Mathematics Library should assemble as much as possible of the digital
mathematical corpus in order to
make it available online
with eventual open access,
in the form of an authoritative and enduring digital collection,
growing continuously with publisher supplied new content,
augmented with sophisticated search interfaces and interoperability services,
developed and curated by a network of institutions
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EuDML : The Conjecture
Hence the name
U=W
2
⇒

rope = W(orld)/
⇒

is half the effort to build the WDML

Optimistic conjecture!
Project funded by CIP ICT PSP “Open access to scientific information”
 years (/-/); budget . M(; workload:  person-month
Followed-up by the EuDML initiative founded in 
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EuDML initiative
Membership
EMS The European Mathematical Society
FIZ FIZ Karlsruhe/zbMATH
ICM Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational
Modelling, University of Warsaw
UGA Université Grenoble Alpes
UB University of Birmingham
IMI-BAS Institute of Mathematics and Informatics BAS, Sofia
IM-CAS Institute of Mathematics CAS, Praha
IU Ionian University, Corfu
SIMAI Società Italiana per la Matematica Applicata e Industriale
UMI Unione Matematica Italiana
SUB Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen
MU Masaryk University, Brno
Th. Bouche (UGA)
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EuDML
The European distributed digital math libray
Main results
A critical mass of contents
  texts of all envisionned types
A partners network
slowly growing
A digital library dedicated to math
MathML metadata, math formulæ search, MSC, links to reviewing databases
A web site with an unexpected (fresh) look
A number of tools behind the website
some production-ready, others more experimental
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EuDML initiative
Policies
A distributed archive




EuDML local libraries are public or non-profit institutions with a long-term
interest in preservation and delivery of some part of the digital mathematical
corpus
Publishers should provide content through local DMLs unless they are
themselves of the kind above

A content provider needs to agree on these






The texts in EuDML must have been scientifically validated and formally
published.
EuDML items must be open access after a finite embargo period. Once
documents contributed to the library are made open access due to this policy,
they cannot revert to closed access later on.
The digital full text of each item contributed to EuDML must be archived
physically at one of the EuDML member institutions.
More at https://initiative.eudml.org/policies-annex
Th. Bouche (UGA)
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EuDML initiative
Good news from the latest GA

The initiative is alive and will stay so for at least  years
It is running with pro-bono resources from partners
Enough for maintenance, small developments (without planning)
The content will grow with new collections ingested
(agreement from SwissDML, math-net.ru, e.g.)
Anything more substantial needs specific funding
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Global Digital Mathematics Library
Activities supervised by the Committee on Electronic Information and Communication
(CEIC) of the International Mathematical Union (IMU)
The Future World Heritage Digital Mathematics Library: Plans and Prospects
Symposium organized by the CEIC June -, , at the National Academy of
Sciences, Washington DC
Developing a st Century Global Library for Mathematics Research
Committee on Planning a Global Library of the Mathematical Sciences; Board on
Mathematical Sciences and Their Applications; Division on Engineering and
Physical Sciences; National Research Council (Washington, DC)
WDML panel, ICM , Seoul
Business meeting, Seoul Aug. 
=⇒ GDML Working group (/-?) : Thierry Bouche, Bruno Buchberger, Patrick

Ion, Michael Kohlhase, Jim Pitman, Olaf Teschke, Stephen Watt, Eric Weisstein
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GDML Working Group
Projects

Coordinate worlwide actions towards a Global Digital Library (understood as an
interoperable repository of mathematical knowledge [linked?] open data)
=⇒ Semantic Representation of Mathematical Knowledge Workshop (Fields inst.

Toronto, Feb. )
Create an umbrella organization (such as WC, UNESCO: IMKT or IMPAKT?) to
Establish standards for formats, interoperability, exchange, etc.
Foster, label projects
Hunt for funding
Distribute work over continents
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Thanks !

Thierry B OUCHE
Cellule Mathdoc (UMS  CNRS/UJF)
Domaine Universitaire
Bâtiment Institut Fourier
 rue des Maths
 Saint-Martin-d’Hères
www.mathdoc.fr

